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Jumping in "Feet first" (Introduction)
John 13:14-15 we learn the discipline of service by 
following the steps of Jesus. Where is the adventure in 
washing feet?
The discipline of service eliminates the pecking order in 
life. Service does not eliminate authority but it changes 
the quality under which it is delivered
Going deeper: (Explanation)
According to Foster true service and self-righteous 
service:
Self -righteous= human effort/ true= a relationship which 
drives service from within
Self- R.= the big deal/ True= all forms of service
Self-R. Requires external rewards/ True= contentment 
with hiddenness
Self-R= selective service/ True= indiscriminate
Moving toward Understanding
The grace of humility is worked into our lives through the 
discipline of service. 

"Nothing disciplines the inordinate desires of the flesh like 
service and nothing transforms the desires of the flesh like 

serving in hiddenness." Foster
I John 2:16: 
The lust of the flesh: a failure to discipline the natural human 
passions
The issue is not being "used" but choosing to be a servant and 
giving up the right to be in charge. When we "choose" to serve 
we are still in charge
Types of service: (According to Richard Foster

1. Service of the small things
2. Service of guarding the reputation of another
3. Service of being served( Peter: you shall never)
4. Service of hospitality: I Pet. 4:9
5. Service of common courtesy: Titus 3:2
6. Service of listening: 
7. Service of bearing burdens of one another
8. Service of sharing the Words of life

The discipline of solitude is best understood by 
the inner fulfillment that comes as retreat from 
the crowd and contentment with God.
The discipline of submission is best defined by 
my habit of placing others' needs ahead of my own
The discipline of meditation is best described as 
the habit of hearing God's voice and obeying his 
Word
The discipline of study is best described as the 
habit of directing the mind in a specific direction.
The discipline of prayer is best described as the 
habit of entering into a perpetual communion 
with the Father where He is glorified and we are 
brought to great joy.
The discipline of simplicity is best described as 
the inner reality of Christ as center that liberates 
us from outward compulsions of our culture.
The discipline of fasting is best described as the 
habit of removing perceived "necessities" in favor 
of a focus on God or His Word



Becoming Proficient (Practice)

1. What are the key components of the discipline?




2. Important spiritual passages to examine:




3. What important applications should I make?
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